With one of the most useful research tools in the entire aero-space industry—The Hypersonic Shock Tunnel—Grumman engineers have been able to duplicate space vehicle performance. Air flows of Mach numbers from 6 to over 20, at the energies encountered by re-entering satellites or space vehicles, are achieved for brief but extremely useful periods of time.

Air flow to which experimental aerodynamic bodies are subjected is created by producing a reservoir of very high pressure, high temperature air at the end of a 130' long shock tube, and then expanding this air through a hypersonic nozzle. The flow duration is of the order of 2 to 4 milliseconds. The energy in the flow (which may approach that existing at the stagnation point of a vehicle traveling at Mach 50) is sufficient to cause dissociation and ionization of the air as it passes over the model in the downstream test section.

Experiments planned for the Hypersonic Shock Tunnel facility include: Investigation of various phenomena of conducting fluid flows and their interaction with electromagnetic fields (magneto-hydrodynamics); measurement of pressure distributions and heat transfer rates on various hypersonic aerodynamic shapes; and, utilizing the shock tube section, studies of an extensive range of gas dynamics problems and theories.

Grumman Research is active in expanding many spheres of man's knowledge. We invite your inquiry if your interest lies in fluid mechanics research or any of the following areas:

**MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICS, PLASMA PHYSICS.**

Theoretical and experimental research on such problems as hydromagnetic shocks, electromagnetic interaction, with hypersonic flows, and plasma generation, acceleration and stability.

**PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY-MATERIALS R & D.**

Research and advanced development in high temperature reactions, coatings, powder metallurgy, refractory composite structures, ceramics, fatigue and fracture.

**MATH-PHYSICS-ELECTRONICS-COMPUTING R & D.**

Basic research and development in areas such as: airborne and special purpose computing systems, combined analog-digital computation, simulation, programming, mathematical and numerical techniques.

**SOLID STATE, NUCLEAR, GENERAL PHYSICS.**

Theoretical and experimental research in broad areas of field theory, energy conversion, nuclear physics, acoustics, electromagnetic radiation (particularly, but not limited to, microwave and millimeter waves).

Send your resumé to Mr. W. Brown, Dept. GR-91, to arrange for a mutually convenient interview.

**GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION**

Bethpage, Long Island, N. Y.
"Project Echo" satellite went into a near-perfect circular orbit 1000 miles high, circling the earth once every two hours. Its orbital path covered all parts of the U.S.

"Project Echo" foreshadows the day when numerous man-made satellites might be in orbit all around the earth, acting as 24-hour-a-day relay stations for TV programs and phone calls between all nations.

This experiment shows how Bell Laboratories, as part of the Bell System, is working to advance space communication. Just as we pioneered in world-wide telephone service by radio and cable, so we are pioneering now in using outer space to improve communications on earth. It's part of our job, and we are a long way toward the goal.

**Bell Telephone Laboratories Bounces Voice Off Sphere Placed in Orbit a Thousand Miles Above the Earth**

Think of watching a royal wedding in Europe by live TV, or telephoning to Singapore or Calcutta—by way of outer-space satellites! A mere dream a few years ago, this idea is now a giant step closer to reality.

Bell Telephone Laboratories recently took the step by successfully bouncing a phone call between its Holmdel, N. J., test site and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in Goldstone, California. The reflector was a 100-foot sphere of aluminized plastic orbiting the earth 1000 miles up.

**Dramatic application of telephone science**

Sponsored by NASA, this dramatic experiment—known as "Project Echo"—relied heavily on telephone science for its fulfillment...

- The Delta rocket which carried the satellite into space was steered into a precise orbit by the Bell Laboratories Command Guidance System. This is the same system which recently guided the remarkable Tiros I weather satellite into its near-perfect circular orbit.

- To pick up the signals, a special horn-reflector antenna was used. Previously perfected by Bell Laboratories for microwave radio relay, it is virtually immune to common radio “noise” interference. The amplifier—also a Laboratories development—was a traveling wave “maser” with very low noise susceptibility. The signals were still further protected from noise by a special FM receiving technique invented at Bell Laboratories.
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The General Program of the 127th Meeting of the AAAS in New York, 26–31 December 1960, will be available to you, at cost, within the first week in December—whether you can attend the Meeting or not.

Program Content


2. The "Challenge to Science" evening with Sir Charles P. Snow, Theodore M. Hesburgh, and W. O. Baker; Warren Weaver, presiding.

3. On "AAAS Day," the three broad, interdisciplinary symposia—Plasma: Fourth State of Matter; Life under Extreme Conditions; and Urban Renewal and Development, arranged by AAAS Sections jointly.

4. The Special Sessions: AAAS Presidential Address and Reception; Joint Address of Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa by Polykarp Kusch; the Tau Beta Pi Address; National Geographic Society Illustrated Lecture; and the first George Satton Memorial Address by René Dubos.

5. The programs of all 18 AAAS Sections (specialized symposia and contributed papers).


8. The four-session program of the Conference on Scientific Communication: The Sciences in Communist China, cosponsored by the AAAS, NSF, and ten societies.


10. The sessions of the AAAS Cooperative Committee on the Teaching of Science and Mathematics, and of the AAAS Committee on Science in the Promotion of Human Welfare.

11. Titles of the latest foreign and domestic scientific films to be shown in the AAAS Science Theatre.


Advance Registration

Advance registration has these decided advantages: (1) You avoid delay at the Registration Center upon arrival; (2) You receive the General Program in ample time to decide, unhurriedly, which events and sessions you particularly wish to attend; (3) Your name is posted in the Visible Directory as the Meeting opens.

The following coupon may be used both by advance registrants and by those who wish only the advance copy of the General Program.

--- THIS IS YOUR COUPON FOR AN ADVANCE COPY OF THE GENERAL PROGRAM ---

1a. □ Enclosed is $3.50 for my advance Registration Fee which brings me the General Program, Convention Badge, and all privileges of the Meeting (50c is for first-class postage and handling).

1b. □ Enclosed is $2.50 for only the General Program. (It is understood that, if I should attend the Meeting later, the Badge—necessary for the privileges of the Meeting—will be secured for $1.00 more.)

(check 1a or 1b)

2. FULL NAME (Dr., Miss, etc.) ................................................................. (Please print or typewrite)

3. ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL, OR BUSINESS CONNECTION .................................................................

4. OFFICE OR HOME ADDRESS .........................................................

   (For receipt of General Program)

   CITY ........................................................................................................

   ZONE ...................................... STATE ........................................

5. FIELD OF INTEREST

6. CONVENTION ADDRESS .................................................................

   (May be added later, after arrival)

Please mail this Coupon and your check or money order for the total amount to the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington 5, D.C.
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EXPOSED!

TO CROSS-INFECTIONS

HANDS—most active in distribution of INFECTION! For the management and handling of specimen containers requiring a label, use a "no-lick" TIME Tape or TIME Specimen Collection Label for service, a new advancement specified in the "Guide to Laboratory Safety".*

Every dressing, every collection of specimen, blood, sputum, etc. requires hand service. Eliminate contact by using the satin finish, vinyl coated TIME Tape or Label.

A qualified consultant will teach you the effective TIME procedure. It is your first step to a safer laboratory. Write today to Dept. RH.

* In April 1960 issue of Lab World.

PROFESSIONAL TAPE CO., INC.
355 BURLINGTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, ILL.
Hickey 7-7800

YOU CAN depend on the RELIABILITY of COLORADO SERUM CO.

Order with confidence, the quality and dependability your laboratory and research needs demand. Prompt service. All correspondence and inquiries answered immediately.

* serums
* bloods
* ultrafiltrates
* complement
* globulins
* fluorescent materials
* diagnostic reagents
* tissue culture reagents

We maintain a variety of our own laboratory animals under the finest conditions.

Write for this FREE CATALOG NOW! No salesman will call.

COLORADO SERUM CO.

Lab. and General Office: PEAK OF QUALITY
4950 YORK STREET • DENVER 16, COLORADO • Main 3-5373

DIRECT READING... NO VERNIERS ON

VDF MICRO TORQUE BALANCES

VDF Micro Torque Balances are widely used in science and industry for repetitive weighings of small samples. These balances are extremely fast, yet accurate and simple to operate. Service requirements are negligible due to the absence of moving parts, bearings, springs and other complicated mechanisms. Select from 14 different models; all at surprisingly low, economy prices.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

- No bearings—no friction
- Combined torsion/suspension wire
- No delay in reading, oscillation stops instantly
- Direct reading, no reading errors
- No fatigue, dial at eye level is adjustable
- No parallax—special straight view pointer
- Considerable overload tolerance

For descriptive literature write for Bulletin 66

BRINKMANN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
115 Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, N.Y.
Philadelphia • Cleveland • Houston • Miami • Menlo Park, Cal.